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Seven conversations to
have NOW with your team
as you “come back” to the
changing workplace
More than a year after the COVID-19 pandemic changed the
way we work and live, many U.S. companies are starting to
come back to work in the traditional workplace. But while
the surroundings may look familiar, the circumstances are
not. It's a confusing time. It’s also an excellent,
not-to-be-missed opportunity to have conversations with
your team members to create a better future for the
organization and the team.
Here are seven conversations to have with your team
members now.

What have you
learned about
yourself, your
strengths, and
what matters?

We are not the same people we were before
the pandemic. We have a new appreciation for
our strengths and our frailties. Our experiences
during this past year tested how aligned our
lives were with what we really care about.
Many people have been adjusting their lives to
take better care of rediscovered priorities.
Now is the time to ask your teammates this
question and listen to what they say. The best
chance of keeping your valued team members
in this time of high turnover is to listen, then be
as creative as possible. Be open to adapting
their contributions to the organization, as well
as working location and hours. Your attention
to their evolving strengths will help you make
the most of their skills in this environment
where customer needs and business models
are changing rapidly.
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Employees at all levels tell us that the quality of your listening to
their cares, concerns, and commitments goes a long way in building
loyalty and engagement—even when you can’t accommodate all of
their preferences.

This Summer
and Fall, many
of us are
catching up on
taking care of
our lives, as
well as work
commitments.
What ﬂexibility
do you
anticipate will
be useful to
you?

Ask team members: What needs your attention
over the next few months—perhaps more than
usual? Some will have extra caregiving
responsibilities. Some may want to travel to be
together with family to mourn a loss or
celebrate a belated wedding or graduation.
Others may need time for postponed medical
care or mental health recovery.
Speciﬁc questions may be delicate for some, so
open questions are often best. You’ll need to
consider the sort of conversation appropriate
for your work relationship, listen generously,
and stay within proper legal constraints.
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Your respect and support—no matter what they share—sends a
powerful message. Your follow-through on that conversation builds
team trust, gives your employees tangible support, and helps you
plan so future business needs are covered.

What are you
looking forward
to about being
with this team
(and our
customers and
partners), now
that we (some
of us,
sometimes) can
be together
more often?

Individuals have always had different
preferences for how they communicate and
connect with people at work. Now with the
pandemic, we have seen communication
preferences become more visible and also
change. Some of your team members may
crave near-daily social interaction, while others
are content communicating mostly by
messaging. Some are looking forward to
putting on their best shoes to visit clients, meet
business partners, or do daily stand-ups with
the team again. Others are concerned about
losing the quiet time that was the silver lining
of their pandemic experience.
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It's helpful to realize that, for some people, the need for social
connection is mixed with trepidation for various reasons. Let's not
confuse concern about the people contact-side of work
arrangements with lack of commitment to the job and the business.
Let’s make sure our teams are inclusive no matter where employees
and managers work.
We’ve found that it helps to ask individuals what they’re looking
forward to, not what concerns and anxieties they’re running from.
These questions reveal different information about what’s important
to each person.

What’s the
hardest thing
for you about
our changing
work
arrangements?

Sometimes the small details are what matter.
The additional noise and visual motion in an
office setting can be distracting. The cost of
commuting again may cut into budgets already
strained from reduced work. Some have kids
anxious about going back to school, and their
parents may want to be available when they
come home in the afternoon. People who had
private offices may no longer have them, and
those who liked working in open environments
may now ﬁnd themselves in smaller, more
quiet spaces.
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We've learned over the last year that we can manage our businesses
much more ﬂexibly than anyone thought possible. Some team
members tell us they don’t ask for considerations because they don't
believe the company will support them. Yet, most executive leaders
tell us they do want to be ﬂexible. They want to hire and keep great
talent—especially in an environment where it’s hard to ﬁnd good
employees. They're just not close enough to the situation to know
what adapted arrangements their team members actually need.
Sometimes ﬂexibility isn’t the issue. It might be familiarity or
inclusion. For the last year, people have only seen most of their team
members and customers via Zoom or Teams. Many are concerned
with how their work will be integrated into team outputs and how
their contributions will be recognized if they have different work
times and places than their peers and cross-functional partners.
These concerns provide an opportunity for you to drive clarity and
inclusion across your business.

What
contributions
can our team
make to the
company or
customers that
will keep you
excited to be
here? If you feel
less than
enthusiastic
about the
difference we
can make, what
could change?

This past year, many teams have been distant
from each other and their customers as well.
It's easy to lose sight of how any individual’s
work contributes to improving customer lives
or to making work easier, more productive, and
more delightful. Purpose is becoming a more
and more powerful factor in retaining top
talent. We see this across the world at all
levels, especially in younger workers.
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Let your questions reconnect your team
members with the good stuff they’re creating
for customers. Internal-facing teams can
understand more clearly how they beneﬁt both
the end-user and downstream functions. When
it’s safe to do so (and when your teammates
feel safe!), start or restart ride-alongs, visits to
customers, and customer visits to the team.
Just as your team members have changed, so have your internal and
external customers—each in their own way. With a few
conversations, your team members might discover that customers
are valuing aspects of your product that hadn't seemed important
before. They may also uncover unmet customer needs and
possibilities that could lead to co-creating valuable new offers for
your market. This sense of positive ambition on your team is likely to
generate engagement and loyalty, as well as growing revenue.

What do you
see about our
team, the
broader
organization, or
business
opportunities
that we could
ﬁx, strengthen,
or grow?

Your team may still be scrambling to replace
the chewing gum and Band-Aids they used to
hold processes together over the past year. At
the same time, they may be delighted with the
streamlined solutions that developed from
necessity during this crisis. Or, they may be
grappling with the same process gaps and
service dilemmas your business was navigating
before this started.
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COVID-19 has presented a great unfreezing of
how we work, but soon processes and habits
will freeze again. We believe this new freezing
will likely not be as deep, as companies aim to
design agility into their operations and
mindsets. Still, since humans tend to prefer
certainty and processes are executed most
efficiently at scale, we can expect a re-settling
into work norms.
Now is the time for improvement and re-design—both in terms of
products and services and how you organize to deliver those
offerings. Some of our most capable tech clients have accelerated
their customer-facing technical roadmaps by as much as 5 to 10
years due to pandemic-related consumer and business changes.
Your team members may have powerful insights into what could be
done differently and better. There’s a place for outside experts and
designated product design teams—and these do best in collaboration
with the people who do the work. As people come back to even
slightly different work arrangements, they’ll see things with fresh
eyes. Don't miss this chance to gain this valuable input.

Now that we
(and our
customers and
partners) have
ﬁgured out how
to work in new
ways, how
might our team
coordinate
differently to be
even more
successful?

Before the pandemic, we sent emails. We
posted in Slack. We ﬁled Jira tickets.
Sometimes we misunderstood each other, but
we’d huddle together and sort it out. Now many
of our teams are so distributed across time and
space that we must intentionally plan this
coordination. We need to ﬁgure out which
channels we should use for what and what
level of responsiveness we can expect across
roles and time zones.
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Ask your team members what types of
communication channels and frequencies
would help them be most productive and
coordinate most effectively. Facilitate your
group to develop standards and a cadence for
how and when you communicate—not as rigid
rules, but as helpful guidelines that serve to
create a sense of consistency amid rapidly
evolving business processes and customer
needs.
Remember that team members are individual people ﬁrst. Design
your team processes so that each person can make their best
contribution—within a framework that works for the business.

Come back stronger

Here are three ways we can help.

Recommitment Reset Workshop

Engagement Accelerator

Culture Re-created

Key Questions:
• What are the most powerful levers
to drive renewed engagement and
ambition as your team “comes
back” in a fast-changing world?
• How might you connect and invite
deeper commitment with the
company's and team’s purpose to
retain and re-engage your
co-workers?
• What are the essential actions to
take now, and in what order, to
sustain positive momentum?

Key Actions:
• Design how to meet business
imperatives, workforce wants and
needs, and connect with and engage
your team members.
• Develop the mindsets and skill sets
to navigate your unique and
dynamic business and talent
environment.
• Sustain the growth of leaders and
teams with in-action learning and
coaching as they build the future in
a dynamic market.

People:
2 - 4 of your team leaders,
plus 2 of us, 3 half-days

People:
4-8 of your engagement leaders,
2-3 of us, 6-8 months

Key Actions:
• Re-envision your dynamic future to
create fresh value for customers in
this new environment -- and engage
and grow your team members.
• Recommit and align the executive
team and broader leadership to
values and key behaviors to guide
the organization to operate
resiliently.
• Build mindset and skill set to fulﬁll
commitments, attract and retain top
talent, and innovate with your
market.

Results:
You have a clear framework for
action, leveraging your knowledge of
your people and business needs + our
expertise in building committed and
inclusive teams.

Results:
You experience measurable gains in
productivity, reduced impact of
pent-up turnover, plus your leaders
are more committed to and skilled in
the conversations that drive design,
change, and performance.

People:
Executive leaders and a
cross-functional initiative team,
guided by 2-4 of us, 12 - 24 months
Results:
Your executive team, cross-functional
leadership, and people across your
targeted organization are delivering
on their shared promise to customers
in an aligned way. Leaders at all levels
are committed to and skilled in the
conversations that drive innovation,
engagement, and performance.

Let’s talk.
We’re always up for a great conversation about how companies can achieve results through
a healthier culture and more valuable conversations. Let’s connect for an hour. Gratis,
conﬁdential, no expectations. We’ll discuss what’s up for you and your company and share
ideas for you to create your future together.

People. Conversations. Results.
As a leader, you want to achieve measurable
breakthroughs in growth, satisfaction, and value—even in
unprecedented times such as these. You want to help
your team positively impact others to get better business
results, higher customer value, and improved team
satisfaction. Now more than ever, it’s critical that you
understand the needs of your team and know how to
effectively coordinate leaders and teams in your
organization as they come back to the workplace.
At Altus, we see that understanding your people's needs
and having powerful conversations drives business
results. We partner with leaders like you to transform
how you work together with your teams to achieve these
breakthroughs. You’ll work with our global team of highly
experienced consultants and coaches who will help
design and facilitate effective conversations. As a result,
you’ll create strategic clarity, team commitment,
better-coordinated action, and accountability.
The right conversations can make a world of difference.
Let's talk about how we can make that difference with
you.
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